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I promised someone I would do this poll and act accordingly. 
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The unofficial policy of The FAN is that items that are sent for posting get posted in the next regularly-scheduled issue. If 
someone misses the deadline by a day or two, 1 have not been sending it out as a special notice unless I had previously 
promised to post it and had somehow forgotten to put it in the appropriate issue. The only exception to that general policy is 
during election years. At that time I will forward special "election" notices (such as notices of quickly planned rallies) to the 
readership if putting that notice in the next regularly-scheduled issue will mean folks don't find out about it until it is tao late. 
Many times folks will send me notices for posting that are quite long and/or fancy. ln those cases I will first edit them down ta 
what I consider ta be the essential information and contact info if folks want to pursue it further. At other times folks might 
send me info about a special event after the deadline and want me ta forward it to the mailing list (e.g. a notice I got two days 
after the last issue went out telling me that The Indigo Girls were going ta be in Freeport 2 days later). 
The feeling has been expressed to me that when I edit postings (or refuse ta forward notices outside the regularly-scheduled 
issues) that it makes those particular items "less interesting", less likely to grab the readers' attention, less likely ta be 
noticed, and thus makes it less likely that folks will attend the event. 
ln some respects, those people certainly have a point. Since l'm the only newsletter in the area, it's not like they have other 
media venues they can go to to get the word out. On the other hand, The FAN has a deadline for a reason ... because I don't 
alwa s have the time to "jump to" and forward bunches of notices ait month long. As the sign in the old Pioneer Restaurant in 
Farmington once said: "If you're in that much of a hurry, you should have gotten here sooner." 
Anyway, it has been suggested to me that Of I have time ta do it) 1 should be willing to forward event notices ... in all their 
fancy, exciting, and interesting glory ... to the readership as they arrive in my mailbox so that folks might take more notice, be 
more interested, and be more likely ta attend. If I did sa, 1 would have a standard line in the "subject" box of the email header 
sa that folks cou Id have an idea what the email is about and decide whether they even want to open it or not Oust as I do now 
with the special "election" emails); and I would still have the basic info in the appropriate FAN issues. 
So the question for this poll is: 
ln addition to the notices that appear in The FAN, do you want me to forward to you the notices about events just as 
they are sent to me from the various GLBT organizations? 





The greatest art is to lead an ordinary lite 
ln an extraordinary manner. 
- Buddhist Proverb -
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